Predicting smoking cessation and its relapse in HIV-infected patients: the Swiss HIV Cohort Study
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Objectives
The aim of the study was to assess whether prospective follow-up data within the Swiss HIV Cohort Study can be used to predict patients who stop smoking; or among smokers who stop, those who start smoking again.

Methods
We built prediction models first using clinical reasoning (‘clinical models’) and then by selecting from numerous candidate predictors using advanced statistical methods (‘statistical models’). Our clinical models were based on literature that suggests that motivation drives smoking cessation, while dependence drives relapse in those attempting to stop. Our statistical models were based on automatic variable selection using additive logistic regression with component-wise gradient boosting.

Results
Of 4833 smokers, 26% stopped smoking, at least temporarily; because among those who stopped, 48% started smoking again. The predictive performance of our clinical and statistical models was modest. A basic clinical model for cessation, with patients classified into three motivational groups, was nearly as discriminatory as a constrained statistical model with just the most important predictors (the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits, alcohol or drug dependence, psychiatric comorbidities, recent hospitalization and age). A basic clinical model for relapse, based on the maximum number of cigarettes per day prior to stopping, was not as discriminatory as a constrained statistical model with just the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits.

Conclusions
Predicting smoking cessation and relapse is difficult, so that simple models are nearly as discriminatory as complex ones. Patients with a history of attempting to stop and those known to have stopped recently are the best candidates for an intervention.
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Introduction
Smoking is common among HIV-infected patients. It is also the most common modifiable risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CVD) within this population [1], with lower rates of CVD if patients stop [2]. Despite the strong association between smoking and both CVD and cancer [3–5], few cessation programmes have been established to help HIV-infected patients stop smoking [6,7]. Clinicians treating HIV-infected patients typically have other priorities, including maintaining viral suppression, managing antiretroviral therapy-related adverse effects and addressing other psychosocial problems or addiction to even more harmful substances. However, smoking cessation programmes have proved worthwhile in the management of HIV-infected patients, increasing cessation rates and decreasing relapse rates [8,9].

Many smoking cessation programmes are based on the transtheoretical model of behaviour change [10]. According to this model [11], individuals move from pre-contemplation of a change in behaviour to contemplation, preparation, action and then finally to maintenance after the change. In the pre-contemplation stage, smokers do not intend to stop (at least not within the next 6 months), while those in the contemplation stage think seriously about stopping in the next 6 months. There, smokers weigh up the pros and cons of cessation and are open to information [11,12]. Before stopping for good, smokers may cycle through the contemplation to action stages many times. While the value of this model is debated [13], literature suggests that motivation drives an attempt to stop, while dependence drives relapse when making an attempt [14].

The aim of this study was to assess whether information routinely collected at 6-monthly follow-up visits within the Swiss HIV Cohort Study (SHCS) could be used to predict (1) the smokers most likely to stop and (2) among smokers who stop, those most likely to relapse. These predictions could be included in a patient’s cardiovascular risk profile (see fig. 1 in [15]) to encourage intervention by the clinician.

Methods
Patients
The SHCS is a multicentre, prospective, observational cohort study with continuing enrolment of HIV-infected adults and routine clinical follow-up scheduled every 6 months [16]. Routine collection of self-reported smoking status (yes or no) and of the self-reported number of cigarettes smoked per day began in April 2000. In this study, we analysed the data as at January 2012.

When predicting cessation, our population of interest was all patients reporting smoking at three follow-up visits (these reports did not need to be consecutive) and with at least two additional follow-up visits. With cessation defined as two consecutive reports of not smoking, patients were divided into two groups: patients who stopped smoking (Table 1, example patient 1) and those who did not (Table 1, example patients 2 and 3). If smoking status was missing at any follow-up visit following three reports of smoking, patients were assumed to still smoke – cessation had to be explicitly reported.

When predicting relapse, patients who stopped smoking and who had at least one additional follow-up visit were further subdivided into patients known to relapse (Table 1, example patient 4) and those not known to relapse (Table 1, example patients 5 and 6). If smoking status was missing at any follow-up visit after a patient stopped, patients were assumed to have not started smoking again – relapse had to be explicitly reported.

For both cessation and relapse, we used only the first of possibly multiple cessation and relapse episodes per patient.

Predictors of cessation and relapse
Literature suggests that motivation drives smoking cessation, while dependence drives relapse in those attempting to stop [14]. We assumed that motivation to stop would be related to recent events in patients’ lives and dependence would be related to recent patient reports of the number of cigarettes smoked per day.

For cessation
For cessation, patients were classified into highly, poorly and typically motivated patients (with the latter being those not in one of the other two groups). The highly motivated group comprised patients with: (1) a previous cessation attempt (defined as any nonsmoking visit since the patient first reported smoking); (2) a CVD event within the last 6 months; (3) an AIDS-defining disease within the last 6 months; or (4) a pregnancy within the last 9 months. The poorly motivated group comprised patients with: (1) alcohol or drug dependence; (2) psychiatric comorbidities; or (3) a stressful life event within the last 6 months (death of a spouse, divorce, marital separation or imprisonment – the top four stressful life events on the Holmes and Rahe stress scale [17]).

In a sensitivity analysis, the highly motivated group was extended to include patients receiving lipid- or blood pressure-lowering medication for the first time within the last 6 months, and patients hospitalized for any reason during the last 6 months.
Table 1  Definitions for study populations and index dates. A patient became a confirmed smoker ($x_S$) after reporting smoking at three follow-up visits (these reports did not need to be consecutive). Smoking cessation was defined as two consecutive reports of not smoking. All confirmed smokers with at least two additional follow-up visits were assessed for cessation ($x_C$). All smokers who stopped with at least one additional follow-up visit were assessed for relapse ($✓$).

Example patient follow-up: $x =$ report of smoking; $✓ =$ report of not smoking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visit</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients assessed for cessation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stops – the index date is visit 6, the last time the patient was still smoking prior to stopping</td>
<td>At this point, efforts to encourage patients to stop would be likely to have most effect as clearly patients are ready to do so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients assessed for relapse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Known to relapse – the index date is visit 9, the last time the patient had still stopped smoking prior to restarting</td>
<td>This should achieve a conservative comparison between patients who stopped and those who did not, because patients who did not stop were compared at a point when their age and probably their FRS were highest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRS, Framingham risk score; SHCS, Swiss HIV Cohort Study.
Additional candidate predictors of cessation were age and gender, the Framingham risk score (FRS) and the change in the reported number of cigarettes per day between the last two follow-up visits [18]. The FRS (see tables III.1-5 and III.1-6 in [19]) is a gender-specific measure of 10-year cardiovascular risk [20]. We also considered the ratio of nonsmoking visits to the total number of follow-up visits as a candidate predictor. This ratio may carry more information than simply recording whether a patient has had a previous cessation attempt.

Perceived health risks are higher among smokers who stop than those still smoking [21,22], and there is evidence that the propensity to stop is age-related [23,24], and therefore potentially related to increasing FRS, as age is a component of this score [8]. For patients who stopped smoking, we took the visit prior to stopping as the index date because, at this point, efforts to encourage patients to stop would be likely to have most effect, as clearly patients were ready to do so. For patients who did not stop, we took the penultimate visit as the index date as at this point patients still had not demonstrated sufficient motivation to stop. This should achieve a conservative comparison, because patients who did not stop were compared at a point when their age and probably their FRS were highest.

For relapse

For relapse, we used the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported at the last three follow-up visits prior to stopping as a measure of the degree of dependence. Additional candidate predictors of relapse were the three motivational groups, age and gender.

Assuming again that the propensity to stop is age-related [23,24], and therefore potentially related to increasing FRS [8], for patients known to relapse we took the visit prior to a first report of restarting smoking as the index date because, at this point, patients could be encouraged not to start smoking again. For patients not known to relapse, we took the second of the two consecutive reports of not smoking as the index date. This should again achieve a conservative comparison, because patients not known to relapse were compared when they stopped – at that point their age and probably their FRS were lowest.

We also considered the ratio of nonsmoking visits to the total number of follow-up visits and weight gain (defined as weight gain within the last 6 months) as candidate predictors of relapse. For these two variables, we changed the index date for patients not known to relapse, using the penultimate visit instead of the date patients were known to have stopped. This change in index date allows the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits to increase for patients not known to relapse. And because most cessation-related weight gain occurs within a few months of stopping [25], the date patients were known to have stopped is not a suitable index date for patients not known to relapse.

Statistical analyses

Our aim was to build simple prediction models consistent with literature that suggests that motivation drives smoking cessation, while dependence drives relapse in those attempting to stop [14]. We built models first using clinical reasoning ('clinical models') and then by selecting from a large number of candidate predictors using advanced statistical methods ('statistical models').

Clinical models

For cessation, we first fitted a logistic regression model with only the three motivational groups as predictors ('basic clinical model'). We then assessed whether any additional model complexity achieved by adding either the FRS or age and gender, or the change in the number of cigarettes per day (reported at the last two follow-up visits) was justifiable in terms of the Akaike information criterion (AIC) ('extended clinical model'). The AIC is a measure of goodness of fit with a penalty for model complexity [26].

For relapse, the basic clinical model was a linear function of the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported at the last three follow-up visits prior to stopping. Again, we then assessed whether we could improve on this model (in terms of the AIC) through adding either the three motivational groups, or age and gender, or weight gain ('extended clinical model').

Statistical models

Our statistical models were based on automatic variable selection and model choice using additive logistic regression with component-wise gradient boosting [27]. The key aspects of this approach are: (1) selecting a subset of variables to include in the model, and (2) flexibility in representing selected variables so that both linear and nonlinear components are used to represent continuous predictors where appropriate [28]. Early stopping of the iterative boosting algorithm promotes a parsimonious model, with only a few variables or model components selected, and with their regression coefficients 'shrunk' towards zero to improve predictive performance [29,30]. Here, the model with the optimal number of iterations for predictive performance ('optimal statistical model') was then further constrained to reduce model complexity ('constrained statistical model'); see Appendix 2.

For cessation, we included as candidate predictors: the individual variables used to classify patients into motivational groups (except with a previous cessation attempt replaced by the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits),
We also report results of a sensitivity analysis with an additional candidate predictor: the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported at the last three follow-up visits.

For relapse, we included as candidate predictors: the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported at the last three smoking visits prior to stopping, the individual variables used to classify patients into motivational groups (reassessed at the new index dates and with a previous cessation attempt replaced by the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits), age, gender and weight gain.

To assess the predictive performance of our clinical and statistical models for cessation and relapse, we plotted a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each model and calculated the area under the curve (AUC) [31].

We used SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) for data preparation; for our analyses and graphics, we used R version 3.0.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and the R add-on package mboost version 2.2-2 [27].

## Results

### For cessation

#### Patient characteristics

As at January 2012, 4833 smokers in the SHCS were eligible for inclusion in our study, and of these 1261 (26%) stopped smoking, at least temporarily. More patients who stopped were in the highly motivated group relative to those who did not stop (22% vs. 13%, respectively) and fewer were in the poorly motivated group (14% vs. 33%, respectively) (Table 2). Patients who stopped were more likely to have a history of attempting to stop and less likely to have alcohol or drug dependence and psychiatric comorbidities than those who did not stop. However, recent hospitalization was more likely in patients who did not stop than in those who did.

### Table 2 Characteristics of (1) patients who stopped and those who did not, and (2) patients known to relapse and those not known to relapse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Cessation</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes (n = 1261)</td>
<td>No (n = 3572)</td>
<td>Yes (n = 557)</td>
<td>No (n = 610)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender (%)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) [median (IQR)]</td>
<td>43 (37, 49)</td>
<td>45 (40, 50)</td>
<td>44 (40, 50)</td>
<td>44 (38, 51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous cessation attempt (%)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of nonsmoking visits to total follow-up visits [median (IQR)]</td>
<td>0 (0, 0.06)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.23, 0.50)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.33, 0.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular event (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC category C event (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid- or blood pressure-lowering medication (%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization (%)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol or drug dependence (%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric comorbidities (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stressful life event (%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational group (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poorly motivated</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typically motivated</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly motivated</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRS [median (IQR)]</td>
<td>6 (2, 12)</td>
<td>6 (2, 12)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of cigarettes per day at the last two smoking visits [median (IQR)]</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight gain (kg) [median (IQR)]</td>
<td>20 (10, 20)</td>
<td>20 (15, 25)</td>
<td>20 (10, 20)</td>
<td>15 (8, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR, interquartile range; CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; FRS, Framingham risk score.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Within the last 6 months prior to the index date.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Defined as evidence for the beginning of a pregnancy within the last 9 months prior to the index date.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Defined as the uptake of lipid- or blood pressure-lowering medication for the first time within the last 6 months prior to the index date.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Defined as reporting high daily alcohol consumption (≥20 g/day for women and ≥40 g/day for men) or injecting drug use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Defined as reporting treatment by a psychiatrist, treatment with antidepressants, or depression diagnosed by a psychiatrist or other physician.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6The top four stressful life events on the Holmes and Rahe stress scale [17]: death of a spouse, divorce, marital separation or imprisonment within the last 6 months prior to the index date.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7Available in 1217 (97%) and 3442 (96%) patients who stopped and those who did not, respectively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8Available in 1242 (98%) and 3570 (100%) patients who stopped and those who did not, respectively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9Available in 1259 (100%) and 3572 (100%) patients who stopped and those who did not, respectively; and in 555 (100%) and 610 (100%) patients known to relapse and those not known to relapse, respectively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10Available in 545 (98%) and 597 (98%) patients known to relapse and those not known to relapse, respectively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For predictive modelling, we included the 4639 patients (96%) without missing values in any of the candidate predictors; of these, 1199 (26%) attempted to stop. The predictive performance of our clinical and statistical models was modest (Fig. 1, top row), with AUC values of 61% to 68% (50% implies no ability to discriminate between patients who stopped and those who did not). The basic clinical model for cessation, with patients classified into the three motivational groups, was nearly as
discriminatory as the constrained statistical model with just the most important predictors: the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits, alcohol or drug dependence, psychiatric comorbidities, recent hospitalization and age (with both linear and nonlinear components). The extended clinical model for cessation consisted of the three motivational groups plus age and gender, while the optimal statistical model was an additive function of 12 predictor variables selected from a total of 13, with nonlinear components for age and for the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits. However, the increased model complexity of the extended clinical and optimal statistical models did not give appreciably better discriminatory ability compared with the basic clinical and constrained statistical models, respectively (Fig. 1, top row).

There was some evidence from both the optimal and constrained statistical models that the functional relationship for age may be nonlinear (Fig. 2a), with decreasing propensity to stop as age increases but with a turning point at around 55 years, and then a higher propensity to stop for individuals older than that. This particular functional form is consistent with the negative coefficient associated with age in the extended clinical model.

To illustrate the consequences of using these models, we assumed that clinicians treating HIV-infected patients might target an intervention at the 25% of their patients with the highest predicted probabilities of cessation. Such an intervention might involve offering additional encouragement and support to stop smoking through dedicated programmes or information about nicotine replacement products [32]. Following this strategy, our models imply that around 60% of the patients receiving the intervention could potentially benefit from it; however, 40% of these patients would have had sufficient motivation to stop on their own (Table 3).

Sensitivity analysis
In a sensitivity analysis, we considered the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported at the last three follow-up visits...
(our measure of dependence) as an additional candidate predictor of cessation. A smooth curvilinear component for this predictor was then added to the constrained statistical model and the nonlinear age component was omitted. There seems to be a group of patients reporting a maximum of around 30 cigarettes per day who are least likely to stop smoking, with patients reporting either lower or higher maximums more likely to stop (Fig. 2b).

For relapse

Patient characteristics

Of the patients who stopped smoking, 1167 (93%) were eligible for our comparison between patients known to relapse and those not known to relapse. Of them, 557 patients (48%) reported smoking on a subsequent occasion. Patients known to relapse reported a greater maximum number of cigarettes per day at the last three follow-up visits prior to stopping than those not known to relapse (Table 2). More patients known to relapse were in the poorly motivated group relative to those not known to relapse (20% vs. 14%, respectively) and fewer were in the highly motivated group (18% vs. 24%, respectively). Patients not known to relapse had a higher ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits, indicating a history of attempting to stop prior to cessation or a longer period without smoking since then.

Predicting relapse

For predictive modelling, we included the 1140 patients (98%) without missing values in any of the candidate predictors; of these, 543 (48%) reported smoking on a subsequent occasion. The predictive performance of our clinical and statistical models was modest (Fig. 1, bottom row), with AUC values of 55% to 71%. The basic clinical model for relapse, based on the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported at the last three follow-up visits prior to stopping, was not as discriminatory as the constrained statistical model with just a single predictor variable – the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits – but with both linear and nonlinear components for this variable. The extended clinical model for relapse consisted of the maximum number of cigarettes per day plus the three motivational groups, while the optimal statistical model was an additive function of 10 predictor variables selected from a total of 13, with nonlinear components for both the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits and the maximum number of reported cigarettes per day. Again, the increased model complexity of the extended clinical and optimal statistical models did not give appreciably better discriminatory ability compared with the basic clinical and constrained statistical models, respectively (Fig. 1, bottom row). To further simplify the constrained statistical model – with just the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits selected as a predictor variable of relapse – a linear function could be used to approximate the weakly curvilinear relationship (Fig. 2c).

To illustrate the consequences of using these models, we assumed that clinicians treating HIV-infected patients might target an intervention to prevent relapse at the 50% of their patients with the highest predicted probabilities of relapse. Our models imply that around 50% to 60% of the patients receiving such an intervention could potentially benefit; however, the remaining patients would have had sufficient resolve to resist relapse without intervention (Table 3).

Table 3 Consequences of targeting a suitable intervention at the 25% and 50% of patients with the highest predicted probabilities of cessation and relapse, respectively, according to the clinical (basic and extended) and statistical (optimal and constrained) models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clinical models</th>
<th>Statistical models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic1</td>
<td>Extended2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimal3</td>
<td>Constrained4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cessation: targeting an intervention at the 25% of patients with the highest predicted probabilities of cessation (n = 1160)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who did not stop on their own (%)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who stopped on their own (%)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relapse: targeting an intervention at the 50% of patients with the highest predicted probabilities of relapse (n = 570)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients not known to relapse (%)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients known to relapse (%)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1For cessation, the three motivational groups; for relapse, the maximum number of cigarettes per day reported in the last three follow-up visits prior to stopping.
2For cessation, the three motivational groups plus age and gender; for relapse, the maximum number of cigarettes per day plus the three motivational groups.
3For cessation, 12 predictor variables selected from a total of 13; for relapse, 10 predictor variables selected from a total of 13.
4For cessation, constrained to five predictor variables (ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits, alcohol or drug dependence, psychiatric comorbidities, hospitalization and age with linear and nonlinear model components); for relapse, constrained to one predictor variable (ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits with linear and nonlinear model components).
Discussion

Smoking cessation (and its maintenance) is the obvious way to reduce the risk of CVD in HIV-infected patients [2]. Targeting limited resources at the patients most likely to benefit is a logical step towards integrating smoking cessation programmes into the routine care of HIV-infected patients [33]. Our results illustrate that it is difficult to predict which patient will give up smoking or take up smoking again. As a result, simple prediction models are nearly as discriminatory as complex ones. As a rough rule of thumb for clinicians, patients in our highly motivated group, especially those with a history of attempting to stop, and those known to have stopped recently are the best candidates for an intervention.

In our data, 26% of smokers stopped, at least temporarily; because among those who stopped, 48% started smoking again. These percentages are consistent with cessation rates of 38% and 25% in two different cessation programmes for HIV-infected patients, respectively [8,34], and relapse rates in other populations of up to 50% even after such programmes [35]. We contrasted clinical reasoning with an advanced statistical method, but neither approach was able to clearly identify patients who would stop smoking or those who would start again. Note that there is a contradiction inherent in predicting smoking cessation: perfect prediction would identify patients who do not need an intervention. Hence, modest predictive performance may be sufficient if it identifies patients similar to those who stop anyway who would benefit from an intervention. For this reason, we illustrate the consequences of using our models (Table 3). This contradiction does not arise when predicting relapse; all those identified by a perfect model could benefit from an intervention. The value of targeting interventions in this way would need to be assessed in a trial in combination with a specific intervention, but the modest predictive performance of our models for relapse does not augur well for this approach.

Under the transtheoretical model of behaviour change, decreasing cigarette use ought to be a sign of preparation for change and hence predictive of cessation [18]. In our data, the change in the number of cigarettes smoked per day was not a strong predictor of smoking cessation. Also, despite many studies showing that smoking cessation is more likely with increasing age and in male individuals [23,24,36,37], neither age nor gender was a particularly good predictor of smoking cessation. While these predictors appeared in some models, the relationship between age and cessation may be nonlinear, consistent with earlier findings where cessation rates decreased in 30- to 50-year-olds but then increased for older patients [9,24]. The FRS measures the actual risk of CVD – and cessation is more likely with an increase in perceived risk [21,22]. However, the FRS did not prove a good predictor of cessation, even though it was associated with smoking cessation in an earlier intervention study using SHCS patients [8] and has age and gender as components. The number of cigarettes smoked per day – assumed to be a proxy measure of dependence [18] – was not a strong predictor of relapse as expected; rather, it may be better as a predictor of cessation [38] because heavy smokers may lack confidence in their ability to stop [14]. We assumed that hospitalization might serve as a ‘wake-up call’, triggering smoking cessation. However, the limited SHCS data available suggest that CVD is seldom the reason for hospitalization; hospitalization may act more as a stressful life event, with injury or illness the sixth item on the Holmes and Rahe stress scale [17], so that smoking cessation then becomes less likely. Note that the frequency of cancer diagnoses within the last 6 months was 0.5% and 0.4% among smokers who stopped and those who did not, respectively. Such events were not considered as a candidate predictor because of their infrequent occurrence. Obviously a cancer diagnosis should prompt intervention by the clinician to encourage cessation and prevent relapse.

The strengths of this study are a comprehensive data set with relevant variables routinely collected since April 2000 and the use of advanced statistical methods capable of detecting nonlinear relationships where these would improve predictive performance. However, this study has a number of limitations. First, 6-monthly visits may be too infrequent to detect changes that would otherwise be predictive of smoking cessation and relapse. Secondly, other variables that are not routinely collected in the SHCS might be more predictive. Richmond [39] and Fagerström scores [40] would better measure motivation to stop and dependence, respectively, but these scores would require nine new questions. Rather than routinely ask these questions, an additional questionnaire might be used for a time at some cohort centres in a substudy. Thirdly, smoking status and alcohol consumption are self-reported in the SHCS and sometimes responses are missing. For patients who stopped, we assumed that a patient was still not smoking if smoking status was missing at any subsequent visit. The opposite may be true, as those who restart may be reluctant to admit it, but only 21 patients who reported stopping had subsequent missing responses. Routine collection of self-reported alcohol consumption began only in August 2005. Patients with missing responses were not assumed to have had high alcohol consumption; this needed to be explicitly reported. Fourthly, the SHCS lacks information about participation in cessation programmes or use of nicotine-replacement therapy. If heavy smokers were more likely to use these interventions, this could explain why the reported
maximum number of cigarettes per day was not a good predictor of relapse and why patients reporting a maximum of more than 30 cigarettes per day were more likely to stop. Because of these limitations, the modelling undertaken in this study could conceivably prove more successful in other settings.

Our study suggests that smoking cessation and its relapse cannot be accurately predicted from variables typically collected in observational cohorts of HIV-infected patients. Complex models proved no more predictive than simple ones, and it seems unlikely that formal modelling will be useful as a means of targeting interventions at the patients most receptive to them. In this study, the ratio of nonsmoking visits to total visits was not only the most important predictor in the constrained statistical model for smoking cessation but also the only predictor in the constrained statistical model for relapse. Targeting interventions at the patients most likely to benefit is logical, but our study suggests that clinicians cannot easily do better than what is obviously sensible – target those trying to stop or those who have just stopped. Clinicians should ask patients if they are trying to stop and help those who are. They should reassure patients trying to stop that – consistent with the transtheoretical model of behaviour change – it can take several attempts but the longer they stay off cigarettes the higher the chances of success.
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Appendix 1


Appendix 2

Component-wise gradient boosting uses gradient descent techniques to select the most informative features of a set of candidate predictors, with model complexity determined by the number of boosting iterations. We used (25-fold bootstrap) cross-validation to find the appropriate number of iterations so that the resulting statistical model had optimal predictive performance (‘optimal statistical model’) [41]. To further constrain for model complexity (‘constrained statistical model’), we then (1) selected the smallest iteration with a cross-validated negative binomial likelihood that was at most 1 standard error larger than that of the optimal statistical model [42]; (2) found the frequency with which a variable or model component is selected when using random subsamples of size n/2 of the original data [43]; and (3) re-fitted the boosting model with only those variables or model components that were selected with inclusion frequencies ≥ 90% [44].
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